Paper clip marker

Final
You'll need:
- paper (binder) clips
- two strands of snow white (PLA) and tuxedo black (PLA)
- half a strand of practically pistacchio, oj orange, chili pepper red and greener grass
- some hot glue and a hot glue gun

For this doodle you can also use ABS instead of PLA.
Steps

Print the stencil. Make sure to use either your Doodle pad or cover the paper sheet with tape to be able to peel off your doodle afterwards (if you are using PLA). Start with doodling the „board“, then add the frame.

Add the writing.

Fix the symbols with some drops of plastic, applied at their backsides. Make sure to press the symbols fast and firmly against the signs.

You’ll need a few drops of hot glue to fix your signs onto the clip.

Congratulations, you're finished! Time to organize your desk!